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Abstract: Each of the five13C signals ofcis-cyclodecene (1) splits into two peaks of equal intensity at lower
temperatures, with a free-energy barrier of 6.64 kcal/mol for the process at-139.7°C. The1H NMR spectrum
of the allylic protons shows decoalescence at-36.4 °C, and a free-energy barrier of 10.9 kcal/mol was
determined at this temperature. The MM3 strain-energy calculations of Saunders and Jimenez-Vazquez were
reproduced to obtain drawings of these conformations, and relative free energies for1 at -152.7 °C were
calculated using this program. A single conformation ofC1 symmetry resembling boat-chair-boat (BCB)
cyclodecane was predicted by these calculations and by ab initio calculations at the HF/6-311G* level.13C
chemical shifts for the preferred conformation of1 were calculated at the HF/6-311G* level using the GIAO
method. cis-Cyclodecene oxide (2) also shows decoalescence in the13C spectrum, with∆Gq ) 7.4 kcal/mol
at -125.4°C. The epoxide has a time-averaged plane of symmetry at room temperature, which no longer
exists at-152.6°C. Similarly, the lower barrier of 6.64 kcal/mol for1 is suggested to be associated with a
process which gives the compound a time-averaged plane of symmetry when it is rapid on the NMR time
scale.

Introduction and Background

The medium-ring epoxides generally react with nucleophiles
under acidic conditions by transannular pathways because
backside attack on the three-membered ring is blocked by the
CH2 groups on the opposite side of the ring.1 Treatment of
cis-cyclodecene with performic acid, followed by hydrolysis of
the formate esters,1 gave a mixture of 2-cyclodecen-1-ol,cis-
1,6-cyclodecanediol,2 and two isomeric compounds of formula
C10H18O2 which were not assigned structures, but were believed
to be bicyclic ethers. None of thetrans-1,2-diol that would
normally be expected was isolated.
A conformation resembling boat-chair-boat (BCB) cyclo-

decane was found3 in an X-ray diffraction study of the silver
nitrate adduct ofcis-cyclodecene (1) and provides a possible
geometry for both1 and cis-cyclodecene oxide (2). Free
energies at- 200°C and strain energies for1 calculated4 using
Allinger’s MM3 program predict that this conformation is the
only one significantly populated. This is in contrast totrans-
cyclodecene, which was predicted4 by MM3 to have five
conformations populated at-200 °C, and five were found at
-154.9 °C by dynamic NMR spectroscopy,5 although the
number ofC1 andC2 conformations differed in the experimental
and computational work (3 and 2 vs 2 and 3). In the present
work, dynamic NMR spectroscopy was used to obtain informa-
tion about the conformations present for1 and 2 at low
temperatures. In addition, free energies for different conforma-
tions of 1 at -152.7 °C were calculated at the HF/6-311G*

level to compare with those from MM3. The experimental work
also provides free-energy barriers to conformational processes
for both compounds.

Experimental and Methods Section

cis-Cyclodecene was purchased from Fluka Chemicals, New Jersey,
and used as received. The purity of the compound was checked by
taking the 13C and 1H NMR spectra at room temperature.cis-
Cyclodecene oxide was synthesized by treatment of1 with m-
chloroperbenzoic acid in methylene chloride solvent,6 and the purity
was established by the room-temperature13C and1H NMR spectra.
NMR samples were prepared in 5 mm thin-walled screw-capped

NMR tubes. For1, 1% solutions in CF2Cl2 or propene were used, and
for 2, a 5% solution in a 2:1:1 mixture of CHClF2, CHCl2F, and CF2Cl2
was prepared. A small amount of TMS was added to each sample for
an internal reference.Caution: high pressure.
Spectra were recorded with a General Electric Model GN-300 wide-

bore NMR spectrometer operating at 75.58 MHz for13C and 300.54
MHz for 1H. For the carbon spectra, the tip angle, pulse repetition
period, sweep width, block size, and number of acquisitions were 83°,
6.0-10.0 s,(10417 or(11100, 64 K (1) or 32 K (2), and 200-800.
A line broadening of 3.0 Hz was used to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio. Spinning of the sample was discontinued below about-120
°C. Because of the difficulty in ejecting the sample at lower
temperatures, the temperature calibration was performed separately,
using a copper-constantan thermocouple immersed in the same solvents
contained in a nonspinning dummy tube and under conditions as nearly
identical as possible. The emf’s were measured using a Leeds and
Northrup Model 8690-2 millivolt potentiometer. The uncertainties in
the temperatures and barriers are estimated to be(2 °C and(0.2 kcal/
mol.
The rate constant of 465 s-1 for 1 at -36.4 °C (1H spectrum) was

obtained by multiplying the separation of the multiplets at-70 °C by
2.22. The other rate constants for1 and2 were determined by line
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shape matching using an Apple computer and a two-site exchange
program written by R. A. Newmark.7

The strain energies for1 calculated by Saunders4 were reproduced
using Allinger’s MM3 program built into Spartan.8 An external MM3
program9 was used to obtain free energies for the conformations of1.
The geometries determined for the first five conformations of1

according to MM3 strain energies were used as starting points for the
ab initio calculations, using the Gaussian 94 series of programs.10 For
all five conformations, full geometry optimizations were done at the
HF/6-311G* level; smaller basis sets were used initially. Energy-
minimized structures were characterized by calculation of harmonic
vibrational frequencies at the same level, and free energies were
obtained. For the frequency calculations, the default scaling factor of
0.89 was used.

The conformational space of2 was searched using Sybyl,11 a
molecular mechanics program also built into Spartan. The geometry
of the single conformation produced by this search was used as the
starting point for the external MM3 program, and a drawing of the
structure obtained in this way is shown in the next section with the13C
spectra of2.

The gauge-including atomic orbitals (GIAO) method was employed
to calculate isotropic absolute shielding constants (σ, ppm) for the
carbons of TMS and the lowest-energy conformation of1. Subtraction
gave the calculated chemical shifts, relative to TMS. These calculations
were done at the HF/6-311G* level using the Gaussian 94 series of
programs.10
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Figure 1. Low-temperature13C NMR spectra ofcis-cyclodecene. The
solvent was CF2Cl2 for spectra a-f and propene for spectrum g.

Figure 2. Correlation of room-temperature and slow-exchange13C
shifts for the methylene carbons ofcis-cyclodecene in CF2Cl2.

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra ofcis-cyclodecene in CF2Cl2.

Figure 4. Conformations ofcis-cyclodecene in order of increasing
MM3 strain energies.
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Results and Discussion

The13C spectrum of1 dissolved in CF2Cl2 shows five sharp
peaks at+21.5°C, and each of these decoalesces into two peaks
of equal intensity by-149.9 °C (Figure 1). The two CH2
carbon peaks at lowest frequency at-143.0°C are associated
with the lowest-frequency peak at+21.5 °C. For assignment
of the six other CH2 peaks at slow exchange to the three
remaining peaks at room temperature, six measurements of the
averaged shifts for these three carbons were made at temper-
atures to-100 °C and were extrapolated to-143.0 °C, and
then compared with the possible averages of the six slow-
exchange peaks. Broadening of the middle peak before the outer
two shows that the chemical shift difference for the two
corresponding peaks at slow exchange is larger in this case.
Correlations made in this way are shown in Figure 2.
The two13C signals at lowest frequency coalesce at-139.7

°C, and a free-energy barrier of 6.64 kcal/mol was determined
from the rate constant of 36.9 s-1 at this temperature. The
solubility of cis-cyclodecene is low in CF2Cl2, and some
precipitation may be occurring at-149.9 °C (Figure 1f). A
better slow-exchange spectrum, shown in Figure 1g, could be
obtained for a 1% solution in propene.
The effects of a second process with a higher barrier are

observable in the NMR spectra of the allylic hydrogens of1
(Figure 3). From the rate constant of 465 s-1 at -36.4 °C, a
free-energy barrier of 10.9 kcal/mol was determined.
The finding of 1013C peaks of equal intensity for1 at slow

exchange indicates the presence of a singleC1 conformation,
and is consistent with conformation1a of Figure 4. A similar
conformation has been found3 by X-ray diffraction for a silver
nitrate adduct of1. The strain energies according to MM3 for
the first five conformations of1 in order of increasing strain
energy are listed in Table 1, along with the corresponding free
energies at-152.7°C from MM3 and ab initio calculations at
the HF/6-311G* level. Both sets of free energies support the
existence of a single conformation,1a, for cis-cyclodecene.
Calculated and experimental chemical shifts for the 10

carbons of1a are shown in Chart 1. The chemical shifts for
the alkene carbons are too large by several parts per million,
but the calculated and experimental shift differences for these
two carbons are similar (2.28 vs 2.79 ppm).
The13C spectra ofcis-cyclodecene oxide (2) also show five

peaks at room temperature and 10 peaks of equal intensity at
-156.2 °C (Figure 5). The slow-exchange spectrum is con-
sistent with aC1 conformation similar to1a for the alkene. The
rate constant and free-energy barrier for interconversion of
carbon positions in2were 34.5 s-1 and 7.4 kcal/mol at-125.4
°C, the coalescence temperature for the carbons at highest
frequency, which are part of the three-membered ring. Although
cis-cyclodecene can have both a time-averaged plane and axis
of symmetry, the epoxide2 can have only a time-averaged plane,

and the changes observed at low temperatures in the13C spectra
correspond to loss of this plane. The free-energy barrier of 6.64
kcal/mol from the carbon spectra of1 is closer to the barrier
for 2 than the barrier determined from the proton NMR spectra
(10.9 kcal/mol), and this lower barrier of1may also correspond
to a process which results in a time-averaged plane of symmetry.
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Table 1. Strain Energies and Relative Strain Energies from MM3 forcis-Cyclodecene (1),a Free Energies and Relative Free Energies for1 at
-152.7°C from MM3 and ab Initio Calculations at the HF/6-311G* Level, and Populations of Conformations of1 at -152.7°C Calculated
Using the ab Initio Relative Free Energies

MM3 calculations ab initio calculations

conformerb
strain energy
(kcal/mol)

realtive strain
energy (kcal/mol)

free energy
(kcal/mol)

relative free
energy (kcal/mol)

free energy
(Hartree)

relative free
energy (kcal/mol) population

1a 19.9065 0.00 173.346 0.00 -388.9682 0.00 1.00
1b 22.6824 2.78 175.523 2.18 -388.9634 3.02 0.00
1c 23.0519 3.15 175.705 2.36 -388.9638 2.76 0.00
1d 23.3062 3.40 176.126 2.78 -388.9621 3.85 0.00
1e 23.6289 3.72 176.091 2.75 -388.9607 4.73 0.00

a See ref 4.bNumbering of conformations is shown in Figure 1.

Chart 1

Figure 5. 13C NMR spectra ofcis-cyclodecene oxide in 2:1:1 CHClF2-
CHCl2F-CF2Cl2.
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